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Recent trials have shown the clinical benefit of endovas-

cular thrombectomy (EVT) in patients who have suffered

from an acute ischaemic stroke due to large vessel occlu-

sion of the anterior intracranial circulation [1–8]. Suc-

cessful intra-arterial stroke therapy reduces the number of

patients who will be dependent on care or live in nursing

homes. This will lead to significant cost savings in social

care budgets across Europe, rendering the treatment highly

cost-effective [9].

As a result of these evidence-based favourable out-

comes, there is an increasing demand to adapt acute stroke

management systems in order to make EVT available for as

many acute ischaemic stroke patients as possible. Physi-

cians with experience in neurointerventions perform EVT,

as they are not only familiar with neurovascular
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pathologies and anatomy but also with the tools used in

neurointerventions. However, the number of trained neu-

rointerventionists is too low in most countries to cope with

the required rapid increase in EVT procedures. An esti-

mated 50–80 non-ischaemic stroke neurointerventional

procedures per million people are currently performed

annually in the Western world. It is estimated that the

amount of people who will require EVT will increase to

120–150 patients per million per year. Clearly, this will

have serious implications for the ability of the available

trained neurointerventionists to deliver this therapy to these

increased numbers.

To meet this growing demand for EVT, a pragmatic

approach should be taken in which physicians who already

possess some of the required skills can be trained to per-

form EVT without compromising on quality or patient

safety.

Interventional radiologists (IRs) are especially suited to

fulfil this role. With their background, knowledge and

catheter skills, IRs are very likely to have a considerably

shorter learning curve in EVT procedures than other

medical specialists. Interventional radiologists who already

perform vascular interventions have extensive knowledge

and experience in arterial access, small and large vessel

catheterisation and recanalisation, thrombectomy, and

embolisation. In addition, they are familiar with all of the

tools used for these procedures, including vascular sheaths,

catheters, microcatheters, guiding systems, guidewires,

microguidewires, thrombolytic medication, thrombectomy

devices and closure devices. Because of their training as

radiologists, they are familiar with neuroanatomy, CT/CTA

and MRI/MRA images of brain and the intracranial and

extracranial arterial and venous systems of the head and

neck.

Interventional radiologists are present in all European

countries and in most regions of the Western world. Most

IRs are willing and eager to learn new treatment tech-

niques. In many countries, IRs are already performing EVT

and are a valuable part of stroke management systems in

hospitals where EVT is implemented. Hitherto, because no

established training guidelines were available, IRs and

neurointerventionists have arranged their own training

requirements according to their specialities and local situ-

ations. The European neuroradiologists (ESNR) and neu-

rointerventionists (ESMINT) have recently produced their

own guidelines, which were recently discussed within the

UEMS. The UEMS discussions concluded that in regions

where no 24/7 neurointerventional EVT is available, IRs

should be able to perform endovascular thrombectomy in

patients with acute ischaemic stroke.

Until international quality assurance guidelines become

available, principles already established by local quality

guidelines on EVT should be adhered to. These principles

are:

1. In order to perform endovascular thrombectomy,

interventional radiologists should have clear knowl-

edge and understanding of the pathophysiology of

stroke, the principles of stroke management, the

appearances of stroke on diagnostic imaging (CT,

MR, Angiography), and more specifically interpreta-

tion of the imaging modalities relevant to EVT.

Interventional radiologists should also have knowledge

and practical experience of the techniques for carrying

out EVT stroke treatment and aftercare.

2. Training of Interventional radiologists for EVT stroke

treatment should therefore be based on the following

pillars:

• Clinical training in stroke neurology

• Training in neuroimaging, CT(A and P),

MR(A) and Angiography

• Training in endovascular stroke treatment

3. A database about procedures, complications and

outcomes should be kept. These outcomes should be

compared with the outcomes of other units performing

EVT on an annual basis.

Conclusions

In summary, CIRSE believes that interventional radiolo-

gists who regularly perform vascular procedures in the

peripheral vascular system are uniquely placed to help with

the increased demand for intra-arterial stroke therapy

prompted by the evidence in favour of EVT from recent

landmark randomised controlled trials.

Interventional radiologists are already performing EVT

in many centres in Europe, and their continued involve-

ment in EVT is to be encouraged.

Interventional radiologists with the appropriate

endovascular skillset and knowledge, who want to learn to

perform EVT, should be allowed to do this by consultation

and additional training with their local neurointerventional

and interventional colleagues.

CIRSE will continue to endeavour to collaborate with

our neurointerventional colleagues to produce practical

joint intersociety guidelines to define criteria for practi-

tioners of intra-arterial stroke therapy, allowing for their

specific knowledge and experience.
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